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ABSTRACT

The issue of honor killings, which is under a great deal of writings and sayings in 
recent our days, has been a controversial and much disputed subject within the concept 
of the tradition. Not only ‘tradition motifs’ but cultural and religious bases have carry 
importance in this sense. According to traditional beliefs, honor is intimately connected 
with female sexuality and the only way to restore familial honor once it is damaged by a 
woman’s sexual misconduct is by killing the guilty woman. On one hand, some contend 
that it would be necessary to assess the effects of Islamic religion, on the other some 
find associations between honor killings and traditional and cultural practices without 
religious contexts. The issue has grown in importance in light of recent legal efforts 
such as the current Turkish criminal procedure created some victim-offender mediations 
integrating the criminal process. These explanations have thrown up important following 
questions: to extent to which the principles of criminal justice can be integrated into the 
Restorative Justice system and is it a suitable justice intervention? By considering new 
attempts including educative and informative legal and social programs, an effective 
and desirable Restorative Justice process can have an opportunity to be established 
regarding the patriarchal community structure in modern Turkey. 

Key Words: Honor, honor killings, restorative justice process, victim-offender mediation 
programs, criminal justice system, neighbourhood pressure, community, collective 
responsibility, murder of traditions, tribe, patriharchal, 

ÖZET

Son zamanlarda hakkında oldukça fazla yazılan ve konuşulan namus cinayetleri konusu 
gelenek kavramı içinde tartışmalı ve bir o kadar da çetrefilli bir konu haline geldi. 
Namus cinayetleri sadece geleneksel motilerle örülü bir konu değil, ayrıca kültürel 
ve dinsel temelleri önem arz eden bir konu haline geldi. Geleneksel inançlara göre 
namus kavramı kadının cinsiyeti ile yakından alakalı olup, ailenin şerefi kadının 
cinsiyetinin başkası tarafından suistimali ile zarar görecek olursa, bundan kurtulmanın 
tek caresi kadını sorumlu bulup onu öldürmektir. Bunun geleneksel ve kültürel temelli 
bir konu olduğu kabul edilse de, kimine göre bu cinayetlerin işlenmesinde İslam 
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dininin de etkisi vardır. Mevcut Türk Ceza Muhakemesi hukukunda arabuluculukla 
ilgili yeni hukuki düzenlemeler ile konu daha da önem arz eder oldu. Arabuluculuk 
konusunun Türk Ceza Adaleti Sistemine alınması namus cinayetlerinde ‘Onarıcı Adalet’ 
sisteminin uygalanabilecek bir muhakeme süreci olup olmadığı ve ne dereceye kadar 
bu sistemin ceza adaleti sistemine entegre edilebileceği sorularını önemli kıldı. Egitici 
ve bilgilendirici sosyal icerikli hukuki programlarla modern Türkiye’de ataerkil toplum 
yapısını da dikkate alarak, etkili bir onarıcı adalet sisteminin inşa edilebir olması bir 
fırsattır. 

Anahtar Sözcükler: Namus, namus cinayetleri, onarıcı adalet sureci, mağdu-fail 
arabuluculuk programları, ceza sistemi adaleti, mahalle baskısı, toplum, toplu mesuliyet, 
töre cinayetleri, kabile/aşiret, ataerkil.

∗∗∗

INTRODUCTION

By a common definition of an honor killing (namus/tore cinayeti) means 
‘the crime of killing women for familial honor’. Honour killings are aiming 
too often towards women, but a man may also be the victims of an honor 
killing by the family of the woman with whom they are supposed to have an 
inappropriate relationship (Fateh 2012, p.1; Devers et al 2010, p.361). Put 
another way, honor killing is the murder of a woman by her family stemmed 
from ‘a perceived sexual violation’ or the lack of honor under ‘gossip’ or 
‘suspicion’ and these crimes are perpetrated against a woman by any member 
of her family after the council of family make a decision upon ‘the time 
and form of execution’ (Sev’er et al 2001, p.965) due to ‘sexually immoral 
or inappropriate threatens familial honor’(Rubin 2010, p.3; Kogacioglu 
2004, p.118-9; Ilkkaracan 2008, p.22; Kulczycki et al 2011, pp.1447-8 ). It 
is important to emphasize that there has been no a fixed definition agreeing 
with a better one (Kogacioglu ibid.,; Devers et al ibid., p.360). Regarding 
this framing, hereinafter: When mentioning, I will prefer to use the concept 
of honor killing, instead of other ones (such as honor killing, honor murder, 
or honor-based crime, femicide) suggested by literature. It is my belief that 
the concept of honor killing as an oxymoron term include honor and killing 
‘mutually exclusive rather than interrelated concepts (Sev’er ibid., p.994) and 
refers to any kind of homicide committed in the name of honor (Kulczycki 
et al ibid., pp.1444-5).

In our day, it is becoming increasingly difficult to ignore the issue of honor 
killing while ‘a total of fifty-three women fell victim to honor killings’ in 
Turkey (Kogacioglu ibid.,, p.118; Kulczycki et al ibid., p.1443) In recent 
years, many researchers, authors, and human rights organizations shown an 
increased interest in the issue while a great deal is being written and said 
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about some famous events, namely ‘the cases of Guldunya Toren (examined 
by Ahmetbeyzade, 2008) and Semse Allak. When one looks at the period 
between 1994 and 1996, one can realize that Turkey Republic came face to 
face with the cases of honor killings extensively in the east and southeast 
parts of Turkey. A comprehensive report1 conducted by the Human Rights 
Presidency of Prime Ministry in 2007 confirms that three big metropolises 
Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir have come across the vast growth of honor killings 
in the last five years; respectively 167, 144, 121. It would be unbelievable to 
note that according to the United Nations (UN), per year 5.000 women and 
girls are victimized all over the world and as can be seen from this figure the 
numbers of honor killings are increasing globally (Bilevsky 20062; Welden 
2010, p.381; King 2008, p.319; Kulczycki et al ibid., p.1442). Taking into 
account of those prominent statistical data, we can surmise that those creepy 
findings push us into a need to rethink these destructive cultural practices with 
a problem-solving approach in order to determine in-depth roots of honor 
crimes to reconstruct the Turkish community regarding legislative actions by 
the Turkish government aimed to avoid honor crimes even if ‘Turkey may 
appear to have fully entered the modern Western world’ (Rubin 2010, p.1) 
through ‘an accelerated democratization progress.’ (Yildiz 2010, p. 2).To 
make some points upon an effective and credible restorative justice process 
for Turkey to eradicate the aftermath of honor killings, the paper will go on 
to the concept of restorative justice by laying out the theoretical dimensions. 
Having been analysed legal and social structure of honor crimes in the 
Arab world including the example of Turkey; in fact, it will be needed to 
discuss the impact of neighbourhood pressure regarding the concept of honor 
(namus) on the rates of honor crimes in Turkey. In response to the question 
whether a new separated process based on restorative justice principles 
might be created or not, the study will be pushed on the impact of legislative 
actions taken by the state for honor killings. The foregoing discussion has 
attempted to go on a dispute upon reconstructing the community in Turkey 
throughout restorative justice values, and a thought-provoking evaluation 
about the future of honor killings. All of those points aforementioned lead us 
to the conclusion that the paper is intended to focus attention on a restorative 
justice model separated from criminal process. 

1 Tore ve namus cinayeti raporu (Tradition and honor crimes Report) Available at : https://www.
google.co.uk/webhp?source=search_app#q=tore+ve+namus+cinayetleri+raporu [Accessed on 29 
April 2013]

2 How to Avoid Honor Killing in Turkey? Honor Suicide Available at : http://www.nytimes.
com/2006/07/16/world/europe/16turkey.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 [accessed on 29 April 2013]
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I. WHAT IS RESTORATIVE JUSTICE?

It is an undeniable fact that victims, their families, and local people are 
influenced by any perpetrated crime. There are also some crimes for example 
domestic violence for which the effect on victims and other community 
members can be even more harmful, either socially or emotionally. These 
crimes as homicide, hate crimes, honor killings can cause deleterious 
devastations. Therefore, those offenses are often conducted over many years, 
perpetrating emotional scars that last a lifetime. For instance, yet, in modern 
society very few the cases of homicide ever led to any restorative negotiations 
between the stakeholders of the crime. Dialogue for healing between those 
who kill and the families and friends who are left behind is very rare (just 
three studies in U.S.A; see Umbreit et al 2000). Restorative justice, in this 
multifarious context, is one of the most deliberated and challenged areas 
of criminology in the post-modern era namely victim-offender mediation 
(VOM), family group conferences (FGC), healing and sentencing circles, 
community restorative boards (Gavrielides 2007, pp.29-35). Hereinafter: 
Throughout this paper the abbreviation RJ will be used to refer to Restorative 
justice. It can be conceptualized as both a theory and practice of criminal 
justice. As yet, however, too little attention has been paid to honor crimes in 
restorative justice discourse in Turkey. Understanding of ‘component parts 
of restorative justice process’ can help reveal communal and familial aspects 
of honor killings. In respect of many reparation issues, the debate is taking 
place between punitive criminal justice model and restorative justice model 
concerning about a credible system. For many, RJ offers a new vision of 
criminal justice that re-orientates the current system away from retributive 
thought near a more transformative and comprehensive method of doing 
justice. In addition, to date there has been no consensus on a fixed definition 
for RJ. For a practice to be credibly restorative it must be relatively informal 
which aims to include the stakeholders in restorative dialogue about “what 
happened”, “what harms resulted” and “what should be done” to repair the 
harms and emphasis on empowering ordinary persons. Moreover, facilitators/
mediators must promote a response which focuses on accountability and 
making amends and not stigmatization and retribution and decisions should 
be based on set values such as respect and inclusion; time must be devoted to 
the needs of the victim and how these can be addressed, emphasis placed on 
strengthening relationships. Lastly not least, the process should be based on 
the principle of equality keeping the position of the state in the background. 
Consequently, it would seem that as such ‘victims and the community have 
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been harmed and are in need of restoration.’ In a drawing general framework, 
three “key stakeholders” come into play in the process of RJ: victim [s], the 
offender [s] and community [s].’ Then, so, the given noteworthy statements 
mark that RJ could be a useful method to stimulate moral improvement 
with the help of a non-formal processes such as these can support parties 
for reconciling and correct a position which did not go well. In order to 
maximize, the participations of stakeholders in question, particularly main 
victims and offenders ‘in the search for repairing, healing, accountability and 
deterrence’ is one of the foundational aims of RJ. Whilst victims-alter alia 
have a main role in the directions of process, this justice process needs an 
active participation of offenders with their full competency (Zehr et al 1998, 
pp.47-55; Gaudreault 2005, pp.1-10; Wheeldon 2009, pp.97-8; Hudson 2002; 
Mccold 2004, p.161). Based on the preceding considerations, a resultant 
picture can follow just as: ‘When victims, offenders and community members 
meet to decide how to do that, the results can be transformational3.’This 
‘participatory process with broader social and cultural changes, enables 
individuals to realise their full potential. According to restorative justice 
paradigm, ‘restorative justice recognizes that crime creates needs for victims, 
the community and even the offender’’ (Ame et al 2010, p.254, 256).

II. HONOR KILLINGS AMONGST ARAB WORLD AND THE 
EXAMPLE OF TURKEY

 In spite of the fact that honor killings generally take place in the region 
of Middle-east, ‘in all parts of the world women face with violence, honor 
killings are an extreme way of violence’ For instance, yearly, 25 to 30 
cases are documented in Egypt, Jordan, and Amman. According to a survey 
conducted by the University of Sanava in Yemen, 400 women were killed 
in the name of sexual honor (namus) in 1997. In Egypt, 52 honor killing 
case was recorded in 1995. Furthermore, a range of provisions in favour 
of the reduction of the punishments of those crimes’ are embedded in the 
criminal codes of several Muslim countries such as Urdu, Fas, Jordan and 
Syria. To take an important example, according to the article 340 of the 
Jordanian Penal Code (2004) a person who commits the honor crime can 
benefit from ‘the lessening or elimination of penalties’ (Sev’er ibid., p.965, 
Bilgili et al 2011, p.66-7; Ilkkaracan ibid., pp.69-71; Abu-Odeh 2011, p.4-
6; Kulczycki et al ibid., p. 1443). It is needless to say that the given figures 
above suggest a requisite re-examination of the relationships between honor 

3 Restorative justice online Available at: http://www.restorativejustice.org [30 April 2013]
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killings and Islamic religion since ‘the traditional value of honor is deeply 
rooted in Turkish culture as is the common Middle Eastern cultural belief’ 
giving a right to men to get control on their female kin. It should be borne 
in mind that the application of honor killings can be characterized as being 
entrenched in pre-Islamic times (Rubin ibid., p.2,5; Bilgili et al ibid., p.67). 
On one hand some assert that in the Qur’an (holy book of Islam), any 
provisions does not point out honor killings which “predate Islam and [the 
practice of honor killing] are not consistent with the Qur’an”. Although these 
traditional practices are harshly forbidden, the majority of Muslims support 
the view of ‘the killing of women in order to restore male honor’ and they 
interpret honor killings in line with the “part of Islam code.” According to 
those ‘men are favored over women in Islam and explicitly equate “God 
with husbands” to the extent that they believe “ingratitude to a husband is 
like ingratitude to God”.’ On the other, the some of the others contend that 
the interpretation of honor killings makes sense with a religious perspective 
pronouncing that “this is honor what has that got to do with the Qur’an?” 
Consequently, as Pervizat (2004, p.139) considers that the issue cannot 
be condemned by the way of the Qur’an, and our focus should be on the 
chancing “concepts of masculinity, culture, and tradition” while these terms 
disregard the occurrence of arising honor killings (Rubin ibid.,).

Having caught some points from the situation in the Arab world, Turkey4 
based on a quasi-secular legal system is another stimulating country to 
examine practices of honor killings. After the new Turkish Penal Code came 
into force (2005), the issue has been exacerbated with legislative efforts 
from the theory to practice. Yet, the fact remains that there are a number of 
dilemmas between theoretical texts and wrongdoings in practice. Though 
more legislative steps have been taken by the Turkish government in order 
to root the occurrence of honor killings up, these actions in question have 
not been effective and there has been growing concerns about honor killings 
by virtue of immigrations stemmed from hard socioeconomic conditions 
from east to west. Since people emigrated from rural parts towards big cities 
especially Istanbul, Bursa, Ankara, there has been a dramatic increase in 
numbers of honor killings. Those people who immigrated to ‘modern urban 
areas’ carried their dogmatic values ascribed to honor (namus) in their luggage 
and are still practising their“timeless traditions” (Kogacioglu ibid., p. 120) 
in developing modern Turkey (Rubin ibid., p.1, 2; Ilkkaracan ibid., pp.52-
3). KA-MER known as a non-governmental organization, in Turkey draw 

4 More than 99% of population in Turkey consists of Muslims ( Sev’er et al ibid.m p.967).
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our attention to some significant reasons of honor killings committed in the 
name of honor (namus). According to this non-governmental organization, 
‘patriarchal family system’ come from traditions (Yildiz ibid., p.5)5 is at the 
heart of the issue. 

III. “NEIGHBOURHOOD PRESSURE” IN THE SENSE OF HONOR 

More information on honor would help us to establish a greater degree of 
understanding on this matter. If so, a reasonable approach to understand 
the complexity of the issue-in fact-could be a closer look at the concept of 
neighbourhood pressure in the meaning of honor which does play a key 
role in relationships. Honor as a westernized concept refers to either ‘moral 
integrity’ or respect whereas it is conceptualized very differently in the 
perception of eastern as will be explained in latter lines. (Sev’er ibid., p. 
971, 980). What is more to the point, Sev’er et al (ibid., pp. 972, 973) put 
forward the claim that the concept can be characterized as being deep-rooted 
in the kinds of honourable sentiments such as onur, namus, seref. It should 
be noted that ‘haysiyet, prestige, izzet, ardh, sharaf related to an internal 
ability to feel shame’ are some of the attention-grabbing terms whilst seref, 
namus is prevailing in Turkish community. Ilkkaracan (ibid., p.19) then 
argues for ‘among Arabs, one type of Sharaf applies to men and can be 
attained through family reputation, hospitality, generosity, chivalry, and 
to some degree, socioeconomic status or political power.’ Further, ‘namus 
(or namis) is related to virginity and chastity of women before marriage or 
being the subservient recipient (not the initiator) of the sexual desires and 
advances of husbands during marriage as a kind of ‘sexual honor’. What we 
usually have in mind when talking about namus is that woman is responsible 
for protecting her sexual honor. Assuming that family loses any kinds of 
honor attributed to familial sense, it can lead to “ostracism” and “extreme 
social condemnation”. In this respect, Rubin (ibid,. p.2) infers that when 
the ‘familial honor’ (namus) is harmed by sexual misconducting of woman, 
what is required to rescue the honor which is the killing of the guilty woman 
in beliefs based on traditions. Kulczycki et al (ibid., p.1442-3) then would 
argue that familial honor gives a social justification to honor killings in the 
contexts of rooting in ‘social standing’, customs and institutes so long as 
the woman is viewed as the central vessel of familial reputation. It appears 
that namus stands as a determiner of the statue of the family and links to 

5 Violence against women in turkey: beliefs and traditions Available at : http://www.iclrs.org/content/
blurb/files/Yildiz%20presentation.pdf [accessed on 1 May 2013]
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merely female sexuality in the society. The namus of a man makes sense 
with the namus of their family members. In short, ‘honor for the men rest on 
the closely policed honor of their female blood relations [whilst] honor for 
woman is based on unquestionable sexual propriety namely sexual activity 
only within the marriage.’ Once people speak loudly about the honor of a 
family which means rumours in relation to namus (namusa laf gelmek), the 
family automatically is considered of ‘being dirtied or stained’ (namusu 
kirlenmek, lekelenmek). When the honor of man is in danger of being lost, 
there is only one way for him in order to avoid the extreme condemnation 
which is to clean namus (namusu temizlemek). In the words of King (ibid,. p. 
324), ‘it can be lost through evidence or gossip-inflamed suspicion of sexual 
(or even flirtatious) activity outside marriage. It is deeply bound up with 
ideas of virtue and malignity. It can be restored by an honor killing.’ These 
explanations posted in this part can be imported into a response by a man to 
questions about namus. This man endorsed wholeheartedly the opinion that 
a man works and lives only for his namus so, making money comes after 
namus. One may not have money but a plate meal is enough for him, but 
if he loses his namus there is no way to return. The man then reply to the 
question in the same extreme manner: what is the namus for you? He states 
precisely that “Namus means my wife (helalim)” (Sev’er ibid., pp.971-976; 
Kulczycki et al ibid., p.1448; Kardam 2005, p.16). 

IV. THE IMPACT OF LEGISLATIVE ACTIONS ON THE RATES OF 
HONOR KILLINGS IN TURKEY

One of the most significant discussions in our very day within legal, political 
and moral philosophy is the issue of honor killings in Turkey, which is the 
beyond of the scope of the paper. It can be marked by Rubin (ibid., p.2) as 
follows:

Due to the deeply rooted and complexly intertwined cultural, patriarchal, and 
religious basis of honor killings in Turkey, the traditional practice remains 
extremely difficult to eradicate and continues in modern Turkish society 
despite the governments’ recent legal efforts aimed at its elimination.

If the debate is to be moved forward a better understanding of management 
honor killings conflicts, there is, therefore, a definite need to look at the 
legal field. When one observe the past decade, one infers that it has seen a 
rapid development of honor killings in legal context. The most important 
action was taken by the Turkish parliament (TBMM) giving the new Turkish 
Penal Code effect in 2004. During preparations of the code, the definition 
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of honor crimes was discussed for a long time by CHP (Social Democratic 
Opposition Party) and AKP (Justice and Development Party) in its sensitivity. 
At the end, the acts for honor killings are accepted in the ‘most severely 
punished category of qualitative murders’. That is ‘the definition of custom 
killings instead of honor killings as aggravated homicide in the penal 
code.’To the point, another important development is that which honor 
killers were benefitting from reduced punishments justified by ‘the legal basis 
of grievous unjust provocation’ until 2002. Broadly speaking, the woman 
being murdered due to her dishonoring behavior against familial honor was 
thought of having ‘provoked her murderers unjustly’. Although this key 
phrase sounding “aggravated agitation” (Arin 2001, p.824) was abolished in 
2002, the application pro reducing sentences perpetuated. Since those legal 
efforts, to a large extent, can be discussed and assessed as major steps, yet 
the fact remains that in practice ‘these steps have not been clearly effective; 
and there is even some evidence that honor-related crimes may be spreading 
and increasing, partially due to larger immigration populations in urban 
areas’ although the objective was to eliminate honor killings. On one hand 
some scholars claim that if these laws are performed with a zero tolerance, 
the paradoxes between theory and practices could be removed. On the other, 
there is a common view held that heavy sentences for honor killings does 
not have an impact on decreasing the rates of honor killings. Legal responses 
to occurrence of honor crimes have pushed into the practices of “honor 
suicides”. As Bilefsky (ibid.,) extents the issue of which ‘honor killings 
disguised as a suicide or an accident’ and total 165 people committed suicide 
or tried and 102 of them by women between 2001 and 2006. Moreover the 
perpetuation of suicide by younger people as a ‘recent phenomenon’ has a 
great rate. Last but not least, those legal improvements in 2002 and 2004 
revealed the fact that making law with a retributive approach may be a simple 
solution, but focusing on educating and economical actions in supporting 
of legislative actions regarding the structure of the communal mores must 
be taken into consideration (Rubin, ibid., pp.1, 2, 7-12; Ilkkaracan ibid., 
pp.52-54; Kogacioglu ibid., pp.122-3, 129-30).

V. A NEW RJ PROCESS ASIDE FROM CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
SYSTEM?

Over the past three decades RJ-indeed has been an increasingly important 
area applied in an informal criminal process. Braithwaite (2002:3) stressed 
the importance of RJ as follows:
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Conceives of restorative justice as a major development in human thought 
grounded in traditions of justice from the ancient Arab, Greek, and Roman 
civilizations that accepted a restorative approach even to homicide

As regards the words of Braithwaite, there has been remained domestic 
violence that RJ seems almost taboo such as homicide, hate crimes or honor 
killings so-called hard cases has extended the dimensions of both RJ and 
criminal justice. Hence, following the reasoning set forth by inability of the 
issue to examine all types of conflicts in honor killings due to the profound 
traditional mores and religious basis and highly sensitive and complex, this 
study will put forward to the field by reference to a RJ model separated 
from criminal justice process considering what difficulties remain to its 
effective implementation; and additionally whether RJ has an extensive 
role to play in community outside that of criminal justice or not. Based on 
these remarkable statements, let us now turn to the impact of criminal justice 
model on the practices of honor killings. In our current day, there has been 
growing concerns in criminal formal process because; a criminal justice 
system is remote from approximating anything like what might be described 
as fully healing. Yet, notwithstanding the growing number of supporters 
of RJ, its practices and processes remain on the edge of contemporary 
criminal justice systems. It is commonly believed that the criminal justice 
has failed in those difficult cases owing to the problems of evidence while 
it is getting harder and harder to record the most cases which happens in 
private (Rubin ibid,. p. 9), and ‘because victims are often apprehensive of 
the consequences of prosecution.’ Moreover, ‘traditional criminal justice 
model would be more better, if victims and offenders were allowed to move 
beyond the abstractions of typical cases and standard harms and say more of 
the circumstances and reasons for the act, and the harm suffered.’ (Hudson 
ibid.,) As for the situation in Turkey, whereas the prosecutor conducting 
cases as a representative of the public support the victims of homicide cases 
as party in the court, it is too rare in the cases of honor killing and women 
who do not have any representation of their interests. In this sense, some 
scholars like Arin (ibid., p.824) offers a model which refers to the French 
style. This model embedded in the criminal justice process, enables non-
governmental organizations to implicate in the legal process. Here, care 
must be taken; the consent of the family is not required because those who 
are involved in the case are also perpetrators of the case. By doing so, the 
paradox related to the consent can be removed. It is true that this model 
sounds feasible giving voice to victims , yet the fact remains that ‘ in cases 
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of honor crimes, it is almost always a family member who commits the 
murder of the woman or the violence against her’ (Kogacioglu ibid., p.123). 
To imagine that the [younger] offender comes from the same victimized 
family, victims such as a mother may not want the offender to be punished 
and does not want to experience a second trauma sending her other child to 
the prison. In addition, as proclaimed by Kogacioglu ( ibid.,) the sanctions 
for those who perpetrate an honor crime must be increased in applying 
the Turkish Penal Code ‘if the victim is a minor and a family member.’ 
Another striking suggestion from Sev’er ( ibid,. p.991) would be a higher 
court just for general gender crimes which is consisted of ‘trained judges 
a personnel’ to revise the decisions of lower courts. It is obvious regarding 
some surveys, the penalizing honor killings does not work in Turkey due to 
the fact that citizens are not aware of the legislative amends, the community 
is very sensitive about condemning this kind of actions, and even that some 
individual does not care life sentence under pressure of namus. On account 
of severe sanctions, the fear of stigmatization by their neighbours, friends 
during the criminal process, and many obstacles in evidential issues, a RJ 
process should be the best fit for honor killings although using RJ elements 
in those cases are not easy. The low rates of prosecution and conviction, 
‘revictimization’ through due process can be taken into account as huge 
problems. Accordingly, neither “criminalization” and nor “penalization” 
through a criminal procedure may provide for a safe community for women. 
Worse still, the fear of being prosecuted with regard to harsh sentences has 
led to an alternative for honor killing practice named honor suicides. (Rubin 
ibid., Gaudreault ibid., 7-10). A primary aim of RJ is the restitution of harm 
including an emotional remedy using the method of “story-telling” which is 
so effective suggesting a ‘truly human communication and transformation’ 
within an interactive dialogue and the re-orientation of formal criminal justice 
to victim and community involvement suggests opportunities for lost voices 
to be heard and for the traumas of crime to go into a direct reparation. It will 
promote the satisfaction of victims healing their damaged emotions. RJ is 
not merely a mechanism through which harm can be repaired but a process 
through which offenders can be reintegrated back into the community less 
likely to reoffend. (Braithwaite 1989; Gaudreault 2005; Strang 2002, Dignan 
2005, Kay 2008; Umbreit et al 2000). In one sense, new legislative steps for 
example a new code specifically will be more probably an effective start to go 
ahead. In essence, the new Turkish Criminal justice has provisions in relation 
to mediation which is a new regime for Turkish criminal procedure has a 
starring role playing in the social and civil contexts. As said by Kunter et al 
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(2008, p.4), ‘mediation brings the injured party to the table with the alleged 
culprit’. However, this mediation provisions came into force for neither 
sexual violence nor honor killings. More importantly, mediation programs 
in this context are conducted by prosecutor who acts on behalf of the state. 
It is apparent that a program under the control of a representative of the state 
cannot be an effective way creating pressure on offenders while they make 
attempts in order to escape from prosecution. Hence, an impartial and trained 
facilitator/mediator such as a lawyer who appointed by a non-government 
organization (NGO) must be the head of the mediation process representing 
the public both victim and offender. As said by Umbreit et al (ibid., pp.63-
66) that more co-victims should be given the opportunity to meet with those 
who have killed their loved ones under the control of a trained mediator. 
On balance, victim-offender mediation practices of RJ can reduce the high 
rates of honor killings in Turkey provided that these programs shifted from 
criminal justice process it is not far to say that RJ with its dynamic elements 
can change the perception of namus in Turkey by the way of providing a 
high involvement of all stakeholders. 

VI. RECONSTRUCTING THE COMMUNITY THROUGH RJ 
VALUES

The notion of “community” remaining a big challenge to define is at the 
heart of the theory and practice of RJ and the participation of community 
stakeholders in RJ paradigm is very frequently designated  as a key element 
to the process of victim/community reparation and to the reintegration of 
offenders into community. In order to restructure the Turkish community 
we begin by taking a closer look at the types of community in the discourse 
of RJ. Mccold (ibid., pp.155-172) argues for the role of the community 
in RJ; and lists two kinds of community in his seminal analysis: micro 
and macro. While the latter means the involvement of the members of 
family, friends, neighbours, teachers, and anybody else who is related to 
the offence, the former new type of community approach, on the other hand 
means ‘ the relevant community not as the wider society, but as those most 
directly affected by a particular crime.’ By a simple comparison of these 
perspectives for the practice of RJ, micro-community approach focuses on 
the process/means rather than the ends. The outcomes need to be determined 
in accordance with the different circumstances of each case and ‘cases should 
be diverted from the formal justice system as early as possible and to the 
maximum extent possible.’ However, restorative programs operating at the 
macro-community level include local people who may be not necessary for 
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the process. According to the author, micro community in the meaning of 
RJ also can meet the requirements of macro-community. If thinking so, alter 
alia regarding means is more important than focusing on ends. 

When it comes to the community types where honor killings occur in 
Turkey, it can be identified as “clan/tribe community” (kabila, ashirat). Icli, 
Okten et al (2012) stated that: ‘the tribe is a community in which there are 
members having common ancestors or kinships relations and it is governed 
by their own leaders (rais)’ ( cited in Gokalp 1992: p.159). The concepts 
of “tie” and “status” have a key role in the structure of the tribe. In this 
hierarchical structure, using the micro-community level in RJ process could 
be an alternative because each case has distinctive circumstances regarding 
the different rules of each family which belongs to any tribe. As can be 
seen, communities more likely to be communitarian where individuals 
are subject to extensive independencies. In that point, shaming is more 
prevalent and potent in these societies. Let us now analyse the theory of 
‘reintegrative shaming’ which is a must-debate in the discourse of honor 
killings regarding stigmatizing form of shaming. ‘Yet all societies include 
‘a mix of reintegrative and stigmatizing forms of shaming.’Shaming sets out 
to preach with the offender to communicate reasons for the evil of his/her 
actions. All social process of expressing disapproval which have the intent 
or effect of invoking remorse in the person being shamed by others aware of 
the shaming. Shaming which is tracked by efforts to reintegrate the offender 
back into the community of law-abiding citizens to decertify the offender 
as deviant. Moreover, shaming following the concept of reintegration labels 
the act as evil while striving to preserve the identity of the offender as 
essentially good. While shaming criminal behaviour is supplemented by 
social rewarding of alternative behaviour patterns, disintegrative shaming 
(stigmatization) where no effort is made to reconcile the offender with the 
community (Braithwaite 2000:3). Assessing these explanations in the context 
of honor killing, both control and shame are two important interconnected 
elements of ‘honor/shame code’ (Akpinar 2003, p. 427). ‘The belief of being 
shamed and consequent loss of face when male ‘honor’ is deemed violated 
by a female’s behaviour, is clear and compelling’ (Kailo 2003). According 
to Braithwaite (ibid.,): 

Societies have lower crime rates if they communicate shame about crime 
effectively. They will have a lot of violence if violent behaviour is not 
shameful. Reintegrative shaming communicates disapproval within a 
continuum of respect for the offender (pp.281)
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VII. AN EVALUATION ON THE FUTURE OF HONOR CRIMES IN 
TURKEY 

‘Although the EU warned Turkey that “failure to progress [in eliminating 
honor killings] could impede” its bid to enter the union, Turkish government’s 
legal reforms have been futile in decreasing the number of honor- related 
[killings]’, ‘in order for important change and reduce ‘the practice of honor 
killings’ the Turkish state need to produce new effective policies and laws 
aiming to combat with its ‘patriarchal social structure’ and foster a total shift in 
social awareness to a more democratic society (Rubin ibid,. p.11, 12). Debate 
then continues about the best strategies for the management of honor killing 
conflicts. By considering new prospective for actions including educative and 
informative legal and social programs, an effective and desirable RJ process 
can be established rethinking the patriarchal and hierarchical structure in 
modern Turkey. According to the result of an inclusive survey conducted by 
Kardam (2005) it is needed to consider short-time and long-time restorative 
projects to reduce rates of this serious crimes. The former should be about 
avoiding the victimization of woman whereas the latter, to a large degree, 
will be about changing some institutions supporting them and reshape the 
behaviours of people. Herein, our focus is on the need to use both micro and 
micro community perspectives of Mccold to reconstruct the community. The 
cases of honor killings specifically must be examined in respect of a micro-
community level. Meanwhile, “the conflict mapping model” (Welden ibid.,) 
distinguishing the issues and dynamics of the cases can be a feasible method 
to manage the process. Another striking suggestion by Welden is “the creation 
of a safe house” consisting of mediational and conflict repairing process. 
Accordingly, some restorativists offer ‘debate/chatting rooms’ to overcome 
the complex conflicts in honor killings and encourage stakeholders to tell 
their stories in Turkey (Kardam ibid.,).The thinking is that macro-community 
including local community such as experts, non-governmental organizations, 
lawyers, universities, families can permit us to open the unknown honor 
killing files to repair harms to victims and community. The aim, in one sense, 
is to try in order to minimize the effects of traditions enabling people to think 
independently on flexible social restorative platforms. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper opened by noting a brief overview of the honor killing conception 
reviews the factors of honor killings. Following the complexity of the 
practices of honor killings, scholars have argued that ‘honor crimes stand at 
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the intersection of multiple political, social and [legal] dynamics’ (Kogacioglu 
ibid., p.118-9; Rubin ibid.,). In this context, not only ‘tradition effects’ but 
also a cultural and religious basis should be taken into consideration. In one 
sense, the concept of honor killing refers to “murders of tradition” (tore 
cinayetleri) that the concept of tradition is at the heart of our understanding 
of the task. (Bilgili and Vural et al 2010). As for a religious aspect, on 
one hand, some contend that it would be necessary to assess the effects 
of Islamic religion, on the other some find associations between honor 
killings and traditional and cultural practices without religious contexts. 
Since ‘an honor murder is the deliberate murder of a female who is felt 
to have behaved in a shameful of inappropriate manner’ (Welden ibid., 
p.382); the paper found a significant correlation between honor (namus) 
and honor killings by examining the impact of neighbourhood pressure 
which is fraught with honourable sentiments. The issue then has been a 
controversial and much disputed subject in the field of criminal justice in 
respect of legislative actions taken by the Turkish government since these 
enacted legislations have no effect on the elimination or reduction of those 
crimes. These explanations aforementioned complement each other and 
help to illuminate the phenomenon of RJ. There is no doubt that unlike 
‘traditional model of justice’; RJ provides an optimistic and productive 
approach for ‘restoring ties between the victim of an offense; and the offender 
of the offense including the community (Gaudreault ibid., p.3). Here, the 
involvement of the notion of community which does play a crucial role in 
RJ cannot be ignored (Pavlich 2004 p.173). In that respect, Zehr and Mika 
(ibid.,) highlights the collective responsibility that the process of justice is 
the justice of the community and consider as follows: 

The community has a responsibility to support and help victims of crime 
to meet their needs. The community has responsibilities to support efforts 
to integrate offenders into the community, to be actively involved in the 
definitions of offender obligations and to ensure opportunities for offenders 
to make amends (p.52).

Regarding all of these points given above, the reconstruction of the Turkish 
community has been brought to the agenda by considering the theory of 
reintegrative shaming offered by Braithwaite. After suggesting some long-
time and short-time prospects for action rethinking the types of community 
(macro and micro levels) analysed by Mccold, this study feels that ‘RJ 
should be used more in cases where the victim and offender know each 
other and their relationship has deteriorated’ (Gaudreault ibid., p. 7). Lastly 
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but not least, more study by empirically examining will need to be done 
to understand ‘RJ’s potential in hate crimes and other difficult cases [such 
as honor killings]’ (Hudson ibid; Walters and Hoyle et al 2010).On the 
whole, the main purpose of the study in order for rethinking honor killings in 
Turkey would be discovered in the prominent statements of Hudson (ibid.,) 
as follows: ‘Conferencing represents the most recent entrant into a long 
list of previous attempts to ‘divert’ violence against women away from the 
justice system and into the hands of others’ (cited in Lewis et al 2001:123)

∗∗∗
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